
William Wolfe - NIGHTHAUNT    [14 + 15 -1 = 28 Villain setbacks 2] 

B2 A2 M3 Soak x3 [FF 10]] HP 100  Att x2 Def x2 
 

Devoted Henchmen NIGHTHAUNT's Summoned from shadow [can use them to give himself a  +1 Dice 

Bonus each on attacks, as if they were assisting him on a skill check. In addition, whenever this Villain is 

hit by an attack, the Villain can spend a Setback to make one of the minions take 

the hit instead].; Gadgeteer; HQ; Freak; On the Run; Moral code keeps his word; Monologue 
 
Gadgets on Belt 
Fear - Daze [3] Med Burst 5x5 Sq [2] with Boost 1 [1] Make a mental attack x4 roll against the target’s Mind. 
If successful, the target loses his/her panel until s/he rolls a 20 Mind check (one try per panel). A dazed 
person cannot dodge an attack, but being struck un-dazes him or her.  You  repel the targets you daze. [5pt] 
Darkness - Confusion [2] Large Burst 10x10Sq [3]  lingering For the next three pages, this power causes all 
caught within the area to be blinded and suffer a -4 Dice Penalty to all Agility rolls. This lasts until the target 
leaves the area of the Darkness [4pt] 
Laser - Special attack [3]  x2 att  Med Range 30sq [2] x6DM  Ammo 5 uses [4pt] 
Force Field - [1] 60 hits soaks 10 each hit 
Radar - Super Sense [1] 
 
Hardened Skin - Amour 1 [1pt] 
 
Skills - Athletics/Acrobatics; Stealth/Prowling; Science/Physics, Mathematics; Technology/Invent 
 
 
 

Human Guards  9points 

B1 A1 M1 10 Soak  HP 20  Att 14 Def 7 
 
Chill Gun  Gadget Multi-power  Attack x3  [5pts]  Fragile 50hp    25 soak 
 Freeze - Your victims are flash frozen within an icy prison. Cost: Level 2 [3] + Area small cone 3x3sq
 Based On: Immobilization   Mechanics: This power works as Immobilization by encasing the target in ice 
of 3DM strength.  The attacker doesn’t roll to hit the targets caught in the area, instead allowing them to roll 
a Defence Roll or Athletics/Acrobatics check to mitigate or avoid the damage. 
 If they get 19 or less, they are fully affected by the power. If they get 20+ they take half the effect, 30+ they 
take a third of the effect, 40+ they take no effect.. Targets at the farthest edge of the burst away from the user 
get a +10 Result bonus to their roll to defend against the effect, as this is where the effect is weakest. 
 Ice Shards - you fire multiple shards of ice +3dm Range Medium  20Sq [5]   Dam x4  
Weapon Skill 1 
Body Armour 1  
 
 

Summoned NIGHTHAUNTS  13 points  3' tall demons Use Gang attacks 

B-1x2 A+1x2    M0 8 Soak  HP 30  Att 16 Def 16 
 
Fear - Confusion with boost 2 to Mind V Mind  or -4 Die penalty to attack Haunt [3pt] 
Wings - Flight 2 limited by wings [1pt]  move = 10Sq 
Sonar - Extra sense [1pt] 
Prehensile Tail - Extra limb [1pt] 
Fangs Poison - DM-2x2 + Daze 2 with boost 3 to mind [4pt] has to get past any armour. Make a mental 
attack x3 roll against the target’s Mind. If successful, the target loses his/her panel until s/he rolls a 20 Mind 
check (one try per panel). 
Grappling style [1pt] -1x4 
Shrinking 1 3' tall double knockback lift 200lb 
No sense of smell; colour blind; Duty 


